Trend in Prevalence of Neural Tube Defects in Quebec
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BACKGROUND: In Canada, the first recommendations on the use of folic acid (FA) supplements by women planning a pregnancy or capable of becoming pregnant were issued in 1993. In 1998, fortification of flour with FA became mandatory. The objective of this study was to assess the impact of these measures on the prevalence of neural tube defects (NTDs) in the province of Quebec. METHODS: The study population included stillbirths, live births, and elective terminations for fetal malformations that were reported in 1992–2000 for women residing in the province of Quebec. NTD cases were identified from stillbirth certificates and hospital discharge summaries. RESULTS: There was a marked decrease in the total NTD rate after 1997. The average NTD rate was 1.89 per 1000 total births during the period of 1992–1997, and 1.28 per 1000 in 1998–2000, a 32% reduction (p < 0.001). CONCLUSIONS: Fortification of flour, which began in early 1997 and gradually became widespread, is a very plausible explanation for the timing, shape, and magnitude of the decrease in NTD prevalence observed in Quebec and other Canadian provinces. An increase in FA supplement use may have played only a minor role. Birth Defects Research (Part A) 67:919 –923, 2003. © 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Neural tube defects (NTDs) are among the most common and severe congenital malformations in humans (Elwood et al., 1992). Despite modern medical and surgical treatment, case-fatality rates remain high. Many survivors have severe disabilities and are at risk of psychosocial maladjustment (Date et al., 1993; Zurmohle et al., 1998; Wong and Paulozzi, 2001). Common problems include learning disabilities, deformation and paralysis of lower limbs, and bladder, bowel, and sexual dysfunction. Clinical trials and observational studies have shown the protective effect of folic acid (FA) supplements taken during the periconception period (Botto et al., 1999). Recommendations on the use of a daily supplement of 0.4 mg FA by all women planning a pregnancy or capable of becoming pregnant were issued by Health Canada (1993), the Canadian Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (SOCG Genetics Committee, 1993), and the Canadian Task Force on the Periodic Health Examination (1994). To be effective, FA supplements should be taken before the neural tube is completely closed at the end of the 6th week of gestation (Jones, 1997) (a time when pregnancy usually has not been confirmed) and before the first antenatal visit. Since behavioral changes are difficult to achieve, a prevention program based on food fortification with FA was implemented in North America. In the United States, the standards of identity for several enriched grain products were amended on March 5, 1996, to require that these products be fortified with FA at the level of 0.14 mg/100 g of the cereal grain product, effective January 1, 1998 (Food and Drug Administration, 1996a, b). In Canada, the Food and Drug Regulations were amended on December 6, 1996, to raise the upper level of FA permitted in Canadian flour and pasta to the same levels as in the United States (Canada Gazette Part II, 1996). On November 11, 1998, fortification became mandatory for white flour, and for cornmeal and pasta labeled “enriched” (Canada Gazette Part II, 1998). The level of enrichment is 0.15 mg/100 g for white flour and cornmeal, and 0.20–0.27 mg/100 g for pasta (which is higher to allow for expected losses resulting from boiling). In contrast to the United States rice enrichment is not permitted in Canada at this time. In addition, breakfast cereals may be enriched at much higher levels in the United States than in Canada. In a previous study using a simulation model, the additional average daily FA intake among women of childbearing age resulting from food fortification was predicted to be between 0.1 mg and 0.2 mg (Boushey et al., 2001). The goal of the current study was to assess the trend in NTD prevalence in the province of Quebec.
Quebec, from 1992 to 2000, in relation to vitamin supplement use and FA food fortification.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The study population included stillbirths, live births, and elective terminations for fetal malformations that were reported in 1992–2000 for women residing in the province of Quebec. In Quebec, terminations of pregnancies for medical reasons are performed in public hospitals only. The province-wide hospital administrative database, Med-Echo, was the main source for ascertaining NTD cases. For each admission-discharge from an acute-care hospital, a summary of the causes of hospitalization, diagnoses, medical and surgical interventions, and outcome is written by the physician in charge of the case. Medical archivists code each admission-discharge from an acute-care hospital, a summary of the causes of hospitalization, diagnoses, medical and surgical interventions, and outcome is written by the physician in charge of the case. Medical archivists code the main diagnosis and up to 15 secondary diagnoses, using the 9th Revision of the International Classification of Disease (ICD-9). The entire database was searched for infants less than one year of age with any diagnostic code indicating anencephaly (ICD-9: 740), spina bifida (ICD-9: 741) or encephalocele (ICD-9: 742). Multiple records from a single infant were identified using the Quebec Health Insurance Number. This unique identifier is usually not available for newborns, and thus additional record linkage was performed manually using a set of variables, including the date of birth, sex, place of residence (three-digit postal code), date of admission and discharge, and transfer to another hospital. Records of women admitted for medically-induced abortion (ICD-9: 635), and of fetuses with malformation of the central nervous system (CNS) (ICD-9: 655) were also retrieved from the Med-Echo database.

Stillbirth certificate data were used for this category of births. Although stillbirth certificates can contain information on several contributing causes of death, only a main cause is entered on the computer file at the Quebec National Statistics Institute. A main cause of death is selected from among all contributing causes according to standard criteria, and congenital malformations are high in the hierarchy. The 10th revision of the ICD was introduced for the year 2000 data. Records with a code for anencephaly and similar anomalies (ICD-9: 740 or ICD-10: Q00), spina bifida (ICD-9: 741 or ICD-10: Q05), or encephalocele (ICD-9: 742.0 or ICD-10: Q01) were retrieved.

In tabulation, the anencephaly category includes craniarachischisis. The spina bifida category includes encephalocele but excludes cases associated with anencephaly. The encephalocele category excludes cases associated with spina bifida. Total prevalence refers to the number of NTD cases in live births, stillbirths, and fetuses from pregnancies terminated after a prenatal diagnosis of a malformation, divided by the total number of births. Excluding the small proportion of medically-induced abortions from the denominator does not affect rates significantly. The annual numbers of live births and stillbirths were provided by the Quebec National Statistics Institute. Confidence intervals (CIs) of rates and probability values in comparisons were computed using exact methods (Statxact 3 for Windows; Cytel Software Corp., Cambridge, MA).

RESULTS

During the study period we identified 443 NTD cases in live births, 34 NTD cases in stillbirths, and 818 CNS anomalies in induced abortions (Table 1). On average, the ratio of CNS cases in induced abortions to NTD cases in live and stillbirths was 1.71, and there was no trend in this ratio over the study years.

As seen in Figure 1, there was a marked decrease in the NTD rate after 1997. The average NTD rate was 1.89 per 1000 total births in 1992–1997 and 1.28 per 1000 in 1998–2000, a 32% reduction ($p < 0.001$).

DISCUSSION

The downward trend in NTD prevalence observed in Quebec should be interpreted with caution, as this study...
had certain limitations. In a pilot survey in the Montérégie and Eastern Townships area, multiple sources were used to identify NTD cases, including a review of hospital and outpatient clinic records (De Wals et al., 1999). From this survey, the Med-Echo file was found to be 100% sensitive for the ascertainment of NTD cases in live births; however, a few false-positive records were present. For example, an NTD code can be recorded for an infant admitted for suspicion of NTD, even though the diagnosis was not confirmed during hospitalization. Ascertainment of NTD in stillbirth certificates may also be incomplete, because another code may have been listed as the main cause of death for a fetus with multiple malformations. There is also a low rate of accidental errors in the computerization of diagnostic codes in provincial databases. However, there is no reason to believe that the quality of these databases deteriorated during the study period and thus affected the NTD rate.

In the ICD-9, there is no specific code for a mother having a fetus with NTD, and all congenital anomalies of the CNS are included in the 655.0 category. Indeed, abortions are performed for cases of severe anomaly of the CNS other than NTD. In Quebec, antenatal screening of fetal malformation is mainly based on second-trimester ultrasonography (SOGC, 1994). The use of prenatal diagnostic services has always been high, and there was no major technological breakthrough in the 1990s. In the present study, the ratio of CNS anomaly cases in medically-induced abortions to NTD cases in live and stillbirths was stable from 1992 to 2000, suggesting that no substantial change occurred in the use or performance of prenatal diagnostic services, or in acceptance of termination of pregnancies with fetal malformation. In this study, the total NTD prevalence was 1.64 per 1000 in 1992, which is very close to the 1.41 per 1000 rate found after extensive analysis (Statxact 3 for Windows) in the Montérégie and Eastern Townships area. Any improvement over time in the sensitivity of prenatal detection of CNS anomalies other than NTD, if present, could only obscure a real downward trend in NTD prevalence.

The number of FA-containing supplements reported each year to Health Canada as newly-marketed therapeutic products increased markedly from 13 in 1992 to 103 in 1997 (Health Canada, personal communication). The mean FA dose of 240 newly-marketed products was 0.310 mg, with no increase over the years 1992–1997. In Quebec, data on vitamin/mineral supplement use were collected by standard health surveys conducted in 1987, 1992–1993, and 1998 (Quebec National Statistics Institute, personal communication). Among nonpregnant women 18–40 years old, no marked trend was seen in the proportion of users of vitamin/mineral supplements during the two days preceding the interview (18.4% in 1987, 21.6% in 1992–1993, and 21.3% in 1998). In another provincial survey focusing on nutrition, in 1990, 30.9% of women 18–34 years old reported taking some kind of supplement at least once, during the month preceding the interview, and 14.6% mentioned a product containing FA, for a mean dose of 0.192 mg (Bertrand, 1995). Results from two surveys among pregnant women (many of whom planned their pregnancy) attending routine ultrasound examinations showed no substantial change in vitamin supplement use before conception (27.5% in 1997–1998, and 31.6% in 1999–2000) or initiated before the 12th week of pregnancy (36.0% in 1997–1998, and 30.6% in 1999–2000) (Morin et al., 2002a, b). However, the actual proportion of FA-supplement users may be lower because socially disadvantaged women are underrepresented in such surveys, and desirable behaviors are overreported. In a study among pregnant women in the United Kingdom, overreporting of FA-supplement use was apparent for 7% of participants who completed a self-administered questionnaire and agreed to provide a blood sample to test their folate status (Burton et al., 2001). A slight increase in 1992–2000 in the proportion of pregnant women who took an FA supplement, or in the average supplementation dose during the critical period of organogenesis, cannot be dismissed; however, such behavioral changes at the population level are usually gradual and would not explain an abrupt decrease in NTD frequency from 1998 onward. At the industry level, premixed vitamins (including FA) are incorporated into different varieties of flour, which are then sold to food manufacturers. According to the main premix supplier in Canada, virtually no flour was fortified in 1996. Sales of FA-enriched premix really started in January 1997 and increased gradually for the next six months, at which time only FA-enriched products were supplied (American Ingredients Corporation, personal communication). According to the Canadian National Miller Association, a significant quantity of flour produced in Canada and destined for the U.S. market has been enriched with FA since the early months of 1997, but fortification for the Canadian market occurred mostly in November and December 1997 (Canadian National Miller Association, personal communication; Robin Hood Multifoods Inc., personal communication). At least one company started fortification as early as January 1997 (Hayhoe Mills Ltd., personal communication). Food products imported from the United States may have been fortified earlier than those produced in Canada.

In a study of results from laboratory tests performed each month in Ontario, mean red cell folate levels rose steadily from 550 nmol/L in April 1997 to 900 nmol/L in June 1999, and did not increase thereafter, while average
serum B12 levels remained unchanged during the entire study period (1997–2000). This is a clear indication that increased FA intake in the population resulted mainly from food fortification and not from increased consumption of multivitamin supplements (Ray et al., 2002b). The increase in red cell folate levels that began in April 1997 is compatible with the gradual fortification of flour that was initiated in January 1997.

Based on the expected increase in FA intake resulting from food fortification at the prescribed levels, and the relationships between FA intake and serum folate, and between serum folate and NTD risk, the predicted reduction in total NTD prevalence was 20% (Daly et al., 1997; McNulty, 2001; Wald et al., 2001). In some instances, fortification levels have been higher than prescribed. In previous studies of food products and serum folate concentrations in the United States, it was found that actual folate concentrations in FA-enriched products were frequently 1.5–2 times higher than required by regulations (Rader et al., 2000), and FA intake from FA-fortified foods was more than twice the level originally predicted (Quinlinvan and Gregory, 2003). In Canada, quality-control analyses (conducted March 1999 to August 2000) of 1245 food products indicated that, on average, the added-FA levels were about 33% higher than required, and that only 30 samples (2.4%) had concentrations that were double the standard or more (American Ingredients Corporation, personal communication). Increased consumption of breakfast cereals and other enriched products could also translate into higher FA intake.

We observed a 32% reduction in NTD prevalence in Quebec. In Newfoundland and Labrador, total NTD prevalence was around 4.6 per 1000 births in the 1992–1996 period. It fell to 2.2 per 1000 in 1997, and then to 1.2 per 1000 in 1998—a 74% reduction (Crane et al., 2001). In Nova Scotia, total NTD prevalence did not change significantly from 1991 to 1997, with an average rate of 2.6 per 1000 births. This decreased gradually thereafter, reaching 0.9 per 1000 in 2000—a 64% reduction (Persad et al., 2002). In Ontario, the prevalence of anencephaly and open spina bifida among women who underwent antenatal maternal serum screening declined from 1.13 per 1000 before fortification to 0.58 thereafter—a 48% difference (Ray et al., 2002a). Since the relationship between FA intake and NTD risk tends to follow a negative exponential curve (Daly et al., 1997; McNulty, 2001; Wald et al., 2001), it is plausible that the effect of FA fortification was higher in regions with higher baseline NTD prevalence rates. It would be interesting to examine data from the western provinces of Canada, where NTD rates are traditionally low (Elwood et al., 1992). In the United States a decrease in the NTD rate was temporally associated with FA fortification (Honein et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2003), but the real impact of this intervention is difficult to measure because of difficulties in ascertaining NTD cases in induced abortions. In China, periconceptional use of pills containing 400 μg FA was associated with a decrease in the NTD rate from 6.5 to 0.7 per 1000 pregnancies in the northern region, and from 0.8 to 0.6 per 1000 in the southern region (Berry et al., 1999). An increase in the level of FA fortification in Canada could result in a further decrease in the NTD rate.

CONCLUSIONS

Fortification of flour with FA, which was initiated in early 1997 and gradually became more widespread, is a very plausible explanation for the timing, shape, and magnitude of the recent decrease in NTD prevalence observed in Quebec and other Canadian provinces. Deterioration in the quality of databases, and a sudden increase in multivitamin consumption by women at the time of conception are not likely explanations. The increased availability of multivitamin supplements containing 0.4 mg of FA may have played a minor role. Because of the limitations of the present study, more valid analyses are needed to assess the impact of FA fortification on the epidemiology of NTD. A retrospective epidemiological study of approximately 2 million births in seven provinces in Canada from 1993 to 2002 was recently approved by the Canadian Institutes for Health Research. In this study, multiple sources will be used for ascertainment of NTD cases in live births, stillbirths, and medically induced abortions, and medical records will be reviewed to validate diagnoses. In addition, more studies are needed to assess consumption of FA-containing vitamin supplements and dietary FA intake in the Canadian population.
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